BOUNDARIES
Staying within your yard:
Asking your dog to stay within your human yard is going against your dogs primitive imprinted needs. Dogs have a primitive need to roam and hunt for food. Your dog also has "dog psychology" going against you - dogs do what is most rewarding to a dog. Are you and your yard the most rewarding? Or is that smell, deer, freedom or urge to roam more rewarding. Teaching your dog to stay within your designated boundaries takes Leadership, Consistency, Reliable Obedience Commands, a Extremely Rewarding Environment and Positive Reinforcement.
With a lot of Persistence, consistency and know how, you can teach your dog to stay within your boundaries - but don't think this will happen over night. Each dog is different, some may take years and some may naturally stay within their boundaries without much effort. Consider your dogs breed. Guarding type dogs, naturally stay within their territory. While hunting type or scent hound - type dogs tend to follow their nose or natural instinct to find prey or hunt. Northern Breeds which have the phrase "must run" imprinted within their primitive brains will never stay within their boundaries - it's simply unnatural.
Leadership: This will be essential in order for your dog to stay within his boundaries. A "follower" would never learn his "Leaders" boundaries. Without this your dog will come and go as he pleases. Follow the leadership information material and be sure your dog is respecting you, before you try teaching your dog boundaries.
Consistency: Management will be essential once you start teaching your dog his boundaries. You can't allow him to wander out of his boundaries ever again. Put your dog on a tie out or trolley line if you cannot be supervising him on leash. If your dog knows he can cross the line sometimes, but you expect him not to other times... Dogs don't generalize well - all or none.
Obedience Commands: Your dog must have a reliable "come" command before attempting boundaries. If your dog starts to wander near his boundary limit, he must be able to come back when called. Do not attempt teaching boundaries until he is reliably coming back to you around extreme distractions. Your dog must not learn that he only needs to come "when he wants". Come equals come!
Rewards and Positive Reinforcement: Your dog will naturally choose what he finds most rewarding. Ask yourself is my yard and myself more rewarding then the deer or rabbit out in the field next door? Most likely not. You must reward your dog when he chooses to stay within the boundaries. The more he gets rewarded the more likely he will stick around. "Dogs repeat what gets rewarding. Using mild corrections using a sharp noise or Leadership Body Language is also permittable. If your dog chooses to attempt to go out of the boundaries, give a sharp "AHH!", call your dog back to you and praise and treat very very generously.

Setting the Boundaries: To help teach your dog his boundaries, put up small flags as a marker. Otherwise simply walk your dog around your predetermined boundaries on leash -remember, dogs don't generalize well, your boundaries must be very clear cut. Choose a marker word for "watch out - your about to go out of your boundaries", such as uh-oh, yard, home etc. As your dog approaches his limits - say "yard" and give your dog a tug towards you or say "come". "Yes" and treat very very generously. The key to teaching your dog his boundaries is management. Until your dog is reliably staying in the yard on leash or on a 25 foot line, you must not give him the chance to cross the lines.
Walk the perimeter several times a day. Starting with your dog on a 6 foot leash. Slowly graduating to a 25 foot line. When your dog is reliable on his 6 foot leash switch to the 25 foot line. Giving your dog 7 feet, then 8 etc. Slowly progressing to having your dog dragging the 25 foot line and not attempting to go near his boundaries. Practice your "come" command frequently during training. As your dog walks towards the boundary, call him to you and "have a party". Correcting wandering towards the boundary line and rewarding coming back towards you or in his boundaries. This may take several weeks to months to years - depending on your dogs dominance, your leadership or your dogs breed. Consistency and persistence are essential.
Adult dog vs. puppy: Obviously teaching a puppy his boundaries will come much easier. Your puppy hasn't had the chance to explore the very rewarding, outside the boundary "world". Older dogs which have been outside their boundaries, know the excitement, freedom and rewarding "outside world". Convincing your older dog that being within their boundaries is more rewarding -will take much more time. Once again your Leadership will be essential.
*	My personal recommendation to letting your dog off leash.   Dogs are dogs.   And they will wander. Hundreds or Thousands are lost, struck by cars, shot by neighbors or taken to shelters. My choices for off leash freedom are:   fences, trolley systems, 25-50 foot lines or a leash.  Invisible Boundaries are not 100% reliable. So, consider your options - carefully. If you do choose off leash -boundaries, never leave your dog unattended - supervision is essential.

